
ASTEROIDS – An experiment with Unity ECS 
 

The Problems 

1. See how many Objects we can get on screen at one. 
2. Then see how many with some complex maths we can get. 
 
Then compare the different Design Models to see the result. 
 

Problem 1 O(n) 
Simple Sphere (mesh only, no colliders) 

 With velocity 

 Move it 

 Perform a Bounds Check to let it “Wrap Around” back into a 1,000 unity cube 
 

Problem 2 O(n^2) 
As above and additionally: 

 Each Sphere has a random radius (0.5 – 20) 
o And therefore a “Mass” (Radius * Radius * Radius) 

 Each Frame, every Sphere does a gravity calculation ON EVERY OTHER SPHERE. 
o Using Force F =  G( M(this) + m(other) ) / Range^2 

 with resultant Acceleration of Acc = F / M(this) 
 

Methodology 

 
 
For each Design Model. 

 Separate Scene Created 
o Each with a Controller 
o Each enabling “Full Screen” to remove Inspector overhead & with User Controls 

 “Space” commences simulation with: 

 5,000 spheres for Movement only simulations 

 100 spheres for Gravity simulations 
 “W” adds spheres: 

 +1,000 for movement only 

 +100 for gravity 
 “g” toggles gravity on/off and Restarts the simulation 

 
 
 
 

  



Scene 1 (Classic Mono-behaviour) 
Controller 
Spawns spheres from prefabs, populates their variables and childs them to an empty in-game object.  It then forgets 
them until it has to empty that object to clear and re-start the scene. 
 

Mono-Behaviour 
Once instantiated, moves according to the movement element of the script, or if gravity is enabled, does the gravity 
calculation based upon all other spheres childed to it’s parent. 
 

Results 

 
 

Conclusions 
First bench mark, lets see how it develops 
 
  



Scene 2 – Hybrid ECS  
Mono-Behaviour 
The Sphere mono-behaviour was emptied of any functionality (except initial color change) and only the data 
retained. 

  
 

Sphere Pre-fab 
In addition to the above script, had a “Game Object Entity” script added,  

 
so it would be flagged up as a candidate for …. 
 

Movement System 
A separate script, which upon every OnUpdate() 

 Looked for Entities with 
o A Transform 
o HY_Velocity script 

 Did the calculations  

 Moved them 
 
 
 

Results 



 
 

Conclusions 
There was a performance increase, but it was not worth too much. 
 
It was also found that the “System” just has to be in the code base somewhere, and not attached to a scene object, 
or otherwise enabled/disabled.  So they (by default) operate project wide and are not scene dependant.  This is 
flagged as a potential issue, since the developers have to really have to co-ordinate design efforts. 
 
 
 
 
  



Scene 3 – Pseudo ECS 
The team then went off script to see if they could apply a Hybrid-ECS design pattern, but without the Entity System 
(bear with us here). 
 

Mono-Behaviour 
The sphere prefab from Scene 1 was used.  Except upon spawning, it was stripped.  So the in-game spheres are 
purely a transform with a mesh. 
 

Controller 
The Pseudo Controller replaces the ECS Movement System.  It is responsible for: 

 Spawn Spheres (and strip the mono-behaviour from them) and populate 
o 2 arrays of 

 Sphere transforms 
 Data Structs with 

 Velocity 

 BigG 

 … and all the other data historically required for movement/gravity 

 Each Update:  
o interrogate this pair of Arrays 
o perform the calculations 
o move the spheres 

 
 

Results 

 
 
 



Conclusions 
Very successful !! 
The centralised control of the data, and storing it in a pair of array has resulted in a great performance increase.  
Without the need for ECS or multiple mono-behaviours.  It is speculated that this is the result of: 

 No ECS system overheads 

 No Mono-behaviour overheads, but .. 

 MOST IMPORTANTLY, as arrays are held in contiguous memory, this method has all the ECS benefits of fast 
memory access and caching. 

 
However, this mechanism does come with issues.  Arrays are tricky to manipulate, so adding/deleting these pseudo-
entities is non-trivial. 
 
 
  



Scene 4 Pure ECS (No Burst Compilation) 
All the above systems were “Single Threaded”, and did not utilse the C# Jobs system.  It also did not have the ability 
to benefit from the Burst Compiler. 
 
 

Results 

 
 

Conclusions 
Very, very surprisingly Pure-ECS underperforms all the previous methods applied.   
 
  



Scene 4 – Pure ECS (with Burst Compiler) 
Everything was the same as above, but this time the Burst Compiler was enabled. 
 

Results 

 
 

Conclusions 
Whereas, Pure was a disappointment, when combined with the Burst Compiler it proved to be a partial success. 
Partial, as it behaved poorly for the movement only task.  But greatly improved the efficiency of the gravity problem. 
 
This did come at a cost though.  Further investigations are required to establish if the below crash is due to 
developer code, or Burst Compiler issues (bugs)  
 
As seen below, it seems that Structs that inherit from certain job interfaces have two outcomes; one will truly split 
the load on to every thread (S_Movement) and the other will execute on one thread and quickly bounce to another 
thread and execute there, and so on (S_Gravity).  
 



 
 
As seen below, S_Movement was inherited from IJobProcessComponentData and takes the components its 
execution will run on – S_Movement simply updates the Position value to the Velocity value in C_Rock struct. Note 
that it was assumed that this type of struct cannot ‘inject’ information into the job and therefore cannot have 
reference to entities on other threads; else it will show the error message below  
 

 
 

 
 
Therefore the S_Gravity  Struct must implement a different Job interface, IJob, in order to grab references to all 
other entities and execute its calculations, and update the Velocity value for the other job to process movement. 
 



. 


